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P1870 Transmission Component Slipping (Automatic Trans...

P1870    Transmission Component Slipping - Automatic Transmission

Possible Causes Setting Conditions

Converter clutch valve is stuck or it is installed
backwards
Converter clutch outer valve spring is cocked
Torque converter front stator shaft bushing is worn,
the stator roller clutch is not holding or it has external
damage/leaks
Pump to case gasket is not positioned properly
Converter clutch valve retaining ring is not positioned
properly
1-2 shift solenoid valve has sediment, damage or
leaking seals
Over-tightened, or unevenly tightened pump body to
cover bolts
2-3 shift solenoid valve has sediment, damage or
leaking seals
Orifice cup plugs are restricted or damaged
3-2 shift solenoid valve has sediment, damage or
leaking seals
Valve body regulator apply valve stuck or regulator is
scored

DTC P0122, P0123, P0502, P0503, P0711-P0713,
P0740, P0753, P0758, P1810 and P1860 not set;
engine speed of 1500-3,000 rpm, not in Decel Fuel
Cutoff mode, TP angle from 9-35%, engine vacuum 0-
150 kPa, speed ratio is 0.69-0.88, Transmission not
1st gear, gear range is D4, TFT signal from 68ºF-
266ºF, shift solenoid diagnostic counter at zero,
vehicle speed from 30-70 mph, then with the TCC
solenoid commanded "on" at a 95% duty cycle for 5
seconds, the PCM detected the TCC slip speed was
130-180 rpm for 7 seconds. The fault must be
detected three times with the TCC commanded "off"
each time in between cycles. 

Malfunction Indicator Lamp (Manual and Automatic Transmission)

Malfunction Indicator Lamp

The Malfunction Indicator Lamp (MIL) alerts the driver that the Engine Control Module (ECM) or Powertrain
Control Module (PCM) has detected an OBD II emission-related component or system fault. When this type
of malfunction occurs, an OBD II Diagnostic Trouble Code (DTC) will be set by the PCM. The MIL is located
on the instrument cluster and is labeled CHECK ENGINE, SERVICE ENGINE SOON, or is identified with an
ISO standard engine symbol (i.e., a picture of an engine).

Bulb Test

Each time the ignition switch is turned to the "on" position, the MIL indicator is illuminated for about 3
seconds (which is a function of the PCM).

MIL Lamp-On Message

Each time the PCM detects an Emissions related fault, the MIL is illuminated to inform the driver that the
vehicle needs to be taken in for service.

COMPONENT MONITOR DRIVE CYCLE INSTRUCTIONS
·          Do not turn off the ignition switch during the test procedure.
·          All Readiness codes are cleared when the battery is disconnected or when the ECM/PCM is cleared with the

Scan Tool.
·          This drive cycle can be used to determine if the Readiness code for this Monitor will run and complete, and if

the MIL will remain off after the vehicle is driven.
·          Operating Range: Whenever a range of values is provided, try to operate the vehicle in the middle of the

range. For example, if the vehicle speed range is from 45-65 mph, operate the vehicle at as close as possible to
55 mph. Or if range for Short Term fuel trim is -20 to +20%; try to operate the engine at 0%.

·          Scan Tool Data: There are certain Parameter Identification (PID) values that must be within range before this
Monitor will "run". It can be helpful to pull up those PID items on the Scan Tool so an assistant can view them
during testing.

·          The Readiness code for this Monitor defaults to "continuous" or "monitoring" because this Monitor runs
continuously when the engine is cranking or running.

 
COMPONENT MONITOR PRETEST CONDITIONS

·          MIL off with no emission related DTC's present
·          Battery voltage from 10-18v.
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·          Drive vehicle as described below
 
TEST PROCEDURE

1.     Connect the Scan Tool to the data link connector (DLC).
2.     Start the engine and allow it run for 5 minutes.
3.     Accelerate at part-throttle to Cruise speed. Maintain that speed for 2-3 minutes.
Decelerate to 0 mph and allow the engine to idle. Bring the vehicle to a stop in a safe place,
but do not turn off the ignition key.
4.     Check for any diagnostic trouble codes (DTC's) in memory. If any DTC's are set, refer to
the appropriate trouble code chart to make the repair. If no DTC's are set, the test is done.
Return to the service bay and turn off the ignition key.


